
THE INCORPORATION OF THE GIANT INDIAN OIL COMPANY IN 1959

Indian oil corpn limited is a public incorporated on 30 june it is classified as union govt company and is registered at
registrar of companies, mumbai its.

Burmah-Shell began its operations with import and marketing of Kerosene. Lake of Assam Railway and
Trading Co. OIL has set up the NEF North East Frontier project to intensify its exploration activities in the
frontier areas in North East, which are logistically very difficult and geologically complex. OIL commissioned
the km oil pipeline to Guwahati and Barauni refineries. October 15, ONGC becomes autonomous body, under
an act of parliament. By the end of , 3rd round of international bidding for exploration block were offered. Not
explored. However no major discovery was made with these partnerships. The commercial agreements for sale
of oil and gas are in place for the asset. It is one of the largest green fields located in Eastern Siberia. The first
oil production started in India in near the town of Digboi in the state of Assam. Few foreign companies
participated but there was no committed exploration or breakthrough discovery. Griffith, W. TYNGD is
ramping up required infrastructure to meet peak production level. ONGC systematically started its geophysical
surveys on area considered prospective on the basis of global analogy. The department was constituted with a
nucleus of geoscientists from Geological Survey of India. Thereafter, systematic drilling began in and two
years later in , Asia's first oil refinery was set up in at Digboi. In , Government of India GoI adopted
liberalized economic policy that led to de-licensing of core group including petroleum sector and partial
dis-investment of government share including other measures. In terms of economic policy this meant a far
bigger role for the government and little or no role for the private sector. The bailout was done on the
condition that the government initiate further reforms , thus paving the way for India's emergence as a free
market economy, which would open up its markets to western companies. Beside National Oil Companies and
Indian Private Companies, some important companies like Shell, Enron, Amoco and Occidental participated in
exploration and contracts were awarded to them. Meanwhile, in 18th February , for development and
production of Nahorkatia and Moran prospects and to increase the pace of exploration in Assam, Oil India
Private Limited was incorporated as a rupee company to take over BOCs affairs in Assam. The consortium
signed an Interim Arrangement Agreement to continue in the block till May 


